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For a large class of local homomorphisms  : R S, including those of finite
 Ž .G-dimension studied by Avramov and Foxby Proc. London Math. Soc. 75 1997 ,
241270 , we assign a new numerical invariant called the quasi CohenMacaulay
defect of , and a local homomorphism is called quasi CohenMacaulay if it is of
finite G-dimension and has trivial quasi CohenMacaulay defect. We show among
other things the following:
ASCENT-DESCENT THEOREM. Let : R S be a local homomorphism.
Ž .A If R is CohenMacaulay and  is quasi CohenMacaulay, then S is
CohenMacaulay.
Ž .D If S is CohenMacaulay and G-dim  is finite, then  is quasi
CohenMacaulay.
ˆ ˆIf , furthermore, the map of spectra Spec S Spec R is surjectie, one also has:
Ž .D If S is CohenMacaulay and G-dim  is finite, then  is quasi
CohenMacaulay, and R is CohenMacaulay.  2001 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
One aspect of Grothendieck’s approach to algebraic geometry and
commutative algebra is an extensive study of morphisms instead of just
 objects. In 20 , Grothendieck develops in great detail the theory of local
properties of locally noetherian schemes and their morphisms. Using
Grothendieck’s terminology, a morphism is said to have a given property
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Ž .e.g., CohenMacaulay , if the morphism is flat and its nontrivial fibers
have the geometric form of the corresponding property.
Over the last years, Avramov and Foxby have carried out extensive
Ž . Ž .studies on the ability of a local homomorphism  : R,   S,  of
Ž .finite flat dimension, to ascent a given homological property of the
source to that of the target, and vice versa. A crucial aspect in their
investigation is the extensive use of numerical invariants attached to a
  Žgiven local homomorphism, cf. 4, 5, 8 . These invariants e.g., depth and
.dimension measure the ‘‘size’’ of a local homomorphism exactly as their
ring theoretical counterparts measure the ‘‘size’’ of a local ring.
In 1992, Avramov, Foxby, and Herzog assigned to every local homomor-
phism  : R S an integer called the CohenMacaulay defect of the
homomorphism, denoted cmd , and a local homomorphism is thus called
CohenMacaulay if it has trivial CohenMacaulay defect and is of finite
 flat dimension, cf. 11 .
 In 8 Avramov and Foxby expand their study of local homomorphisms
by weakening the homological assumption on the maps by introducing the
class of local homomorphisms of finite Gorenstein dimension or G-dimen-
Ž .sion if  is of finite G-dimensions, we use the abbreviation G-dim   ,
which is based on Auslander’s theory of G-dimension of finite modules. A
key ingredient in their study is the notion of a dualizing complex for a local
homomorphism. With this new object, they give a beautiful description of
the so-called quasi Gorenstein homomorphisms. The theory of Gorenstein
homomorphisms has been developed to a noncommutative setting by
 Jørgensen in 22 ; and it should be possible to do the same with the results
presented in this text.
 Inspired by the work in 8 , we assign to every local homomorphism  :
R S of finite G-dimension a new numerical invariant called the quasi
CohenMacaulay defect of , denoted qcmd , and a local homomorphism
is said to be quasi CohenMacaulay if it is of finite G-dimension and has
trivial quasi CohenMacaulay defect. With this new invariant, we show the
Ascent Theorem. If R is CohenMacaulay and  is quasi CohenMacaulay,
then S is CohenMacaulay. Also we show the Descent Theorem. If S is
CohenMacaulay and  is of finite G-dimension, then  is quasi Cohen
Macaulay; if a certain extra condition is met, then R is CohenMacaulay
too.
This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 serves as a brief introduc-
tion to hyperhomology. In Section 3, we define the so-called Auslander
and Bass categories, and some extra terminology is introduced. Section 4
investigates how a dualizing complex for a local homomorphism of finite
G-dimension behaves under localization. The section ends with a key
technical result which is a generalized version of a theorem due to
Ž .Avramov and Foxby characterizing the homological amplitude of the
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dualizing complex for a local homomorphism of finite flat dimension
Ž .between rings admitting dualizing complexes . Under the above assump-
tions we show that if C is the dualizing complex for a homomorphism of
finite G-dimension, one has the following,
amp C sup m  m  R  Spec S , 4Ž . Ž .S R
Ž . Ž .where m   depth S 	 dim S  depth S for  Spec S.S 
With this result, we study the new invariant qcmd  in Section 5. We
show that, for the local structure homomorphism :   S, whereŽ p.
Ž . Ž .p char S , one has qcmd cmd S, and that qcmd  cmd SS
when  is flat. Employing a result due to Avramov and Foxby, we show
that the new invariant is identical to cmd  when fd  is finite or R is
CohenMacaulay. In general, when G-dim  is finite, it is shown that
qcmd 
 cmd .
Furthermore, the behavior of qcmd under composition of local homo-
morphisms is studied: If G-dim  , G-dim , and G-dim  2 are finite,
then
qcmd  qcmd  qcmd 	 qcmd  .
In particular,
qcmd  cmd S qcmd 	 cmd R ,
Ž . Ž .and the Ascent and Descent Theorems A and D follow. It is known, cf.
 4 , that R is CohenMacaulay when S is CohenMacaulay and  is of
Ž .finite flat dimension; D is a partial result in this direction.
In Section 5, we also introduce the quasi CohenMacaulay homomor-
phisms, and show that this class of homomorphisms is remarkably rigid
under composition and decomposition. Section 6 contains some results on
how qcmd behaves under composition when  : Q R is of finite G-
dimension and  : R S is flat. These results are important for the
closing section. Section 7 is devoted to Grothendieck’s Localization Prob-
 Ž .lem for the CohenMacaulay property 20, 7.5.4 :
Let  : R S be a flat homomorphism of local rings, and assume that, for each
ˆŽ . Spec R, the formal fiber k   R is CohenMacaulay. If the closedR
fiber SS of  at the maximal ideal  of R is CohenMacaulay, then does
Ž .each fiber k   S of  have the same property?R
 A positive answer was provided in 1994 by Avramov and Foxby, cf. 7 ,
 and in 1998 they showed, cf. 4 , that for a local homomorphism  of finite
flat dimension,  Spec S and   R, one has the inequality
ˆ ˆcmd  	 cmd k   S  cmd 	 cmd k   R ,Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž . S R
2  Ž .It is still not known whether or not the G-dimension is transitive, cf. 8, Remark 4.8 .
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where  : R  S is the induced local homomorphism, thereby giving an  
elegant solution to the Localization Problem. We generalize this result to
homomorphisms locally of finite G-dimension, that is,  is of finite
G-dimension for all  Spec S, by proving
ˆ ˆqcmd  	 cmd k   S  qcmd 	 cmd k   R ,Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž . S R
for  and  as above.
2. HYPERHOMOLOGICAL ALGEBRA
2.1. Comment. All results in this text are formulated and proved within
the derived category of the category of R-modules. This section serves as a
brief recap on the vocabulary and some basic but important results
concerning this category.
2.2. CONVENTIONS. In this text all rings are commutative, noetherian,
Ž .and nontrivial. The symbol R,  , k denotes a local ring; that is,  is the
unique maximal ideal of R and k denotes the residue class field R.
ˆThe completion of R with respect to the -adic topology is denoted R. A
ring homomorphism  : R S is said to be local if R and S are local and
Ž .    , where  denotes the maximal ideal of S. When we consider
ˆ ˆthe completion of , that is,  : R S, we always think of S completed inˆ
the -adic topology.
2.3. COMPLEXES. An R-complex is a sequence of R-modules X andi
R-linear maps, called differentials,  X: X  X for i  such thati i i1
   0. The module X is the module in degree i. If X  0 for i 0,i1 i i i
we identify X with the module in degree 0, and a module M is thought of
as the complex 0M 0 concentrated in degree 0.
If m is an integer, the symbol mX denotes the complex X shifted m
Ž . Ž m . m X Ž .m Xdegrees to the left . It is given by  X  X and   1  .i im i im
To capture the position of a given complex R-complex X, we introduce
the numbers supremum, infimum, and amplitude. These are defined by
sup X sup i  H X  0 , 4Ž .i
inf X inf i  H X  0 , 4Ž .i
amp X sup X inf X .
By convention, sup X and inf X  if X is homological triial, that
Ž .is, if H X  0.
A morphism 	 : X Y of R-complexes is a sequence of R-linear maps
Ž . Y X	 : X  Y such that  	  	   0 for i . A morphism isi i i i i i i1 i
called a quasi-isomorphism if it induces an isomorphism in homology; that
Ž . Ž . Ž .is, H 	 : H X H Y is an isomorphism for all i . We use thei i i
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symbol  to indicate quasi-isomorphisms, while  is used to indicate
Ž .isomorphisms of complexes and hence modules .
2.4. DERIVED CATEGORY. The deried category of R-modules is the
category of R-complexes localized with respect to the class of all quasi-
Ž .  isomorphisms and is denoted D R , cf. 28, Chap. 10 . We use the symbol
Ž . to denote isomorphisms in D R , and  is used to denote isomor-
phisms up to shift. The first notation corresponds to the fact that a
morphism in the category of R-complexes is a quasi-isomorphism if and
only if it represents an isomorphism in the derived category.
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .The full subcategories D R , D R , D R , and D R consist of	  b 0
Ž .  complexes X with H X  0 for respectively i 0, i 0, i 0, andi
fŽ . Ž .i 0. The symbol D R denotes the full subcategory of D R consisting of
Ž .complexes with H X finitely generated for every i . In general, wei
fŽ . Ž . fŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .define S R  S R D R and S R  S R D R if S R is a0 0
Ž .subcategory of D R .
2.5. FUNCTORS. The left derived functor of the tensor product functor
is denoted L, and the right derived functor of the homomorphismR
Ž .    functor is denoted RHom ,  . By 27 and 3 , no boundedness condi-R
L Ž .tion is imposed on the arguments, and X Y and RHom X, Y forR R
Ž . Ž .X, YD R are uniquely determined up to isomorphism in D R and
enjoy the usual functorial properties.
Ž .2.6. Notation. Let X, YD R . For i , we define
Tor R X , Y H XL YŽ . Ž .i i R
and
Ext i X , Y H RHom X , Y .Ž . Ž .Ž .R i R
These symbols are called the hyper Tor module, respectively, the hyper Ext
module of the complexes X and Y. Caution: When M is a module and Y
RŽ . RŽ .is a complex, Tor M, Y does not denote the additive functor Tor M, i i
applied to the complex Y; the latter is a complex, not necessarily a module.
But for modules X and Y, these definitions coincide with the ones from
classical homological algebra.
Ž .2.7. LOCALIZATION. Let  be a prime ideal of R. When X, YD R ,
there is an isomorphism of R -complexes:
XL Y  X L Y .Ž . R  R 
Ž . f Ž .If YD R and ZD R , then one has the isomorphism of R - 	 
complexes:
RHom Z, Y  RHom Z , Y .Ž . Ž .R R  
 See 3, Lemma 5.2 .
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2.8. BOUNDS. Let R S be a ring homomorphism. Then the following
hold:
Ž . f Ž . f Ž . L f Ž .a If XD R and X D S , then X X D S .	 	 R 	
Ž . Ž .Moreover, for R-complexes XD R and YD R , one has:	 	
Ž . Ž L .b inf X Y 
 inf X	 inf Y.R
Ž .If X, YD R , then the last inequality is actually an equality if and	
Ž . Ž .only if H X  H Y  0, where i inf X and j inf Y. In particular,i R j
f Ž .if R is local and X, YD R , the equality holds and is known as	
 Ž .Nakayama’s Lemma for complexes, cf. 16, Lemma 2.1 2 .
Ž .2.9. HOMOLOGICAL DIMENSIONS. For XD R , the projectie, injec-
tie, and flat dimensions of X are defined by, respectively,
pd X sup inf RHom X , N ND R , 4Ž . Ž .Ž .R R 0
id X sup inf RHom N , X ND R , 4Ž . Ž .Ž .R R 0
fd X sup sup NL X ND R .Ž . 4Ž .R R 0
These numerical invariants can also be defined by using suitable bounded
 projective, injective, and flat resolutions of X 3, Sections 2.P, 2.I, and 2.F .
The full subcategories consisting of complexes of finite projective, injec-
Ž . Ž . Ž .tive, and flat dimension are denoted by P R , I R , and F R , respectively.
Ž .2.10. HOMOLOGICAL DIMENSIONS AND BOUNDS. Let R,  , k be a
fŽ . fŽ . f Ž .local ring. Then F R  P R , and the following holds for ZD R :
fd Z pd Z sup ZL k .Ž .R R R
 See 3, Corollary 2.10.F .
2.11. CANONICAL MORPHISMS. Let R S be a ring homomorphism.
Ž . Ž .When Y, ZD R and X , Y , ZD S , the following canonical iso-
Ž .morphisms exist in D S . First consider the associativity and adjointness
isomorphisms:
Ž . Ž L . L L Ž L .a Z Y   X  Z Y  X  .R S R S
Ž . Ž L . Ž Ž ..b RHom Z X , Y   RHom Z, RHom X , Y  .S R R S
Ž . Ž L . Ž Ž ..c RHom Z X , Y  RHom Z, RHom X , Y .R S S R
Furthermore, the derived tensor product is commutative, that is,
Ž . L Ld X Y Y X.R R
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We also consider the evaluation morphisms:
Ž . Ž . L Ž L .e 
 : RHom Z, Y   X  RHom Z, Y  X  .Z Y X  R S R S
Ž . L Ž . Ž Ž . .f  : Z RHom X , Y   RHom RHom Z, X  , Y  .Z X Y  R S S R
Ž . Ž .In general, the morphisms e and f are not isomorphisms. But under
certain extra conditions, they turn out to be. The following hold for
f Ž .ZD R .b
Ž . Ž . Ž .
 is an isomorphism when Y D S , and X  F S or Z P R ,ZYX  
Ž . Ž . Ž . is an isomorphism when X D S , and Y  I S or Z P R .ZX Y  b
   Ž . Ž .See 3, Lemma 4.4 and 15, 9.1  9.16 .
Ž . f Ž .2.12. POINCARE SERIES. Let R,  , k be a local ring. For XD R ,´ 	
we define
 R X  rank Tor R X , k .Ž . Ž .Ž .i k i
RŽ .These numbers are called the Betti numbers of X. Note that  X isi
finite and vanishes for i 0. The formal Laurent series defined by
P R t   R X t iŽ . Ž .ÝX i
i
is the Poincare series of X ; it has nonnegative coefficients, and by´
Ž .Nakayama’s Lemma and 2.10 , we get the following equations for the
RŽ .order and the degree of P t ,X
ord P R t  inf X ,Ž .X
and
deg P R t  pd X ;Ž .X R
 Ž .the latter might be infinite, cf. 15, 11.17 .
Ž .2.13. SUPPORT. Let X be an R-complex. The usual or large support,
Supp X, of the complex X consists of all  Spec R such that X is notR 
homological trivial. Thus
Supp X  Spec R H X  0 4Ž .R 
 Supp H X .Ž . R i
i
If X is a module, then Supp X is precisely the classical support of X.R
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2.14. DEPTH. Let R be local and let k be the residue class field. The
depth of an R-complex X is defined by
depth Xsup RHom k , X .Ž .Ž .R R
Ž .If MD R , we have0
depth M inf i   Ext i k , M  0 ,Ž . 4R R
and when M is finite this agrees with the classical definition of the depth
Ž . Ž .of a module the maximal length of a regular sequence . If YD R ,
then
sup Y depth Y ,R 
Ž .where  Spec R here R is not necessarily local . If Y is not homologi-
cal trivial, the above inequality turns out to be an equality precisely when
Ž . f Ž .Ass H Y , where s sup Y. Moreover, when YD R , the in-R s 
equality
depth Y depth Y 	 dim RŽ .R R  R
 Ž .holds for all  Spec R. By 12, Lemma 3.1 , the inequality follows for
 Ž .finite modules; for a proof for complexes, consult 15, 13.35 .
Ž .2.15. KRULL DIMENSION. The dimension or Krull dimension of X
Ž .D R is defined by
dim X sup dim R  inf X  Supp X .Ž . 4R  R
Ž .When MD R , we have inf M  0 for every  Supp M; thus,0  R
dim M sup dim R  Supp M , 4Ž .R R
and when M is finite this again agrees with the classical definition of the
dimension of a module. Note that dim X precisely when X isR
homological trivial, and that dim X  if inf X. Moreover, ifR
Ž .dim R , XD R , and X is not homological trivial, then the	
inequalities
inf X dim X dim R inf X R
hold, and if  Spec R also,
dim X
 dim X 	 dim R .Ž .R R 
Ž .2.16. COHENMACAULAY DEFECT. Let R be local and let XD Rb
and assume depth X , thenR
dim X
 depth X ,R R
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 Ž . Ž .by 15, 16.31 . If XD R , we define the CohenMacaulay defect of X,b
denoted cmd X, asR
cmd X dim X depth X .R R R
f Ž .Note that if  Supp X and XD R , then the next inequality holds:R b
cmd X  cmd X .R  R
Ž .If XD R with depth X , then cmd X is nonnegative. In partic-b R R
f Ž .ular, cmd X is nonnegative, when XD R and X is not homologicalR b
trivial. An R-complex is called CohenMacaulay complex if cmd X 0.R
2.17. FORMAL IDENTITY. Let R S be a local ring homomorphism. If
f Ž . f Ž .XD R and X D S , then we have the formula	 	
P S L t  P R t P S t .Ž . Ž . Ž .X X  X X R
 .Ž .See 8, 1.5.3 a .
2.18. FLAT EXTENSIONS. Let R S be a flat local homomorphism. If
f Ž .XD R , the next useful equations hold:b
Ž . Ž . Ž .a dim X S  dim X	 dim SS .S R R R
Ž . Ž . Ž .b depth X S  depth X	 depth SS .S R R
Ž . Ž . Ž .c cmd X S  cmd X	 cmd SS .S R R
Ž . Ž .d sup X S  sup X.R
Ž . Ž .e inf X S  inf X.R
Ž . Ž .f amp X S  amp X.R
Ž . Ž . Ž .  Ž .For the statements a , b , and c , cf. 4, Proposition 2.1 . Using that S is
Ž . Ž . Ž .faithful flat over R, d , e , and f are immediate.
3. AUSLANDER AND BASS CATEGORIES
Comment. In this section we give a brief introduction to the so-called
Auslander and Bass categories. These categories furnish a natural environ-
ment for studying local homomorphisms of finite G-dimension, cf. 8,
  Section 3 and 14, Section 4 .
Ž .3.1. CONVENTION. Throughout the rest of this paper, R,  , k is local.
Ž .3.2. DEFINITION. Let CD R . We say that C is a semi-dualizing
Ž .  Ž .complex for R , cf. 14, 2.1 , if
Ž . f Ž .a CD R .b
Ž . C Ž .b The homothety-morphism  : R RHom C, C is an isomor-R R
phism.
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3.3. Comment. Note that the ring R is a semi-dualizing complex for R.
3.4. DEFINITION. An R-complex D is called dualizing if D is semi-
Ž .    dualizing and D I R , cf. 21, Chap. V or 15, Chap. 15 .
3.5. EXISTENCE. Any homomorphic image of a Gorenstein ring admits
a dualizing complex. In particular, any complete ring admits a dualizing
 complex, cf. 21, Chap. V .
Ž .3.6. UNIQUENESS. Let D, DD R be dualizing complexes for R.
Ž .Then D and D are isomorphic up to shift in D R . In particular, the
number amp D is uniquely determined, and one has amp D cmd R. A
dualizing complex D for which sup D dim R is called a normalized
dualizing complex and is denoted D R. Note that inf D R  depth R. See
 Ž .21, Theorem 3.1, Proposition V.2.1; 17, Proposition 3.14; 15, 16.20 .
3.7. LOCALIZATION. If D is dualizing for R, then D is dualizing for
dimŽ R  .Ž R.R for every  Spec R. Moreover, the R -complex  D is  
   Ž .normalized, cf. 21, Chap. V or 15, 15.17 .
Ž .3.8. BIDUALITY DAGGER DUALITY . Consider a semi-dualizing com-
f Ž .plex C. If MD R , we define the dagger dual of M with respect to C,b
denoted M †C , by letting
M †C  RHom M , C ,Ž .R
 Ž . Rcf. 14, Definition 2.7 . If CD is a normalized dualizing complex, the
symbol M † is often used to denote the dagger dual of M with respect toR
R   D . We will adopt this notation. By 21, Proposition V.2.1 , see also 15,
Ž .15.10 , we have the following useful canonical isomorphism: If M
f Ž . ††D R , then MM .	 R R
3.9. AUSLANDER CATEGORIES. Assume that R admits a dualizing com-
plex D. The canonical morphisms
 D : X RHom D , DL XŽ .X R R
and
 D : DL RHom D , Y  Y ,Ž .Y R R
Ž .where X, YD R , are defined by requiring commutativity of the follow-b
ing diagrams. For  D, it is the diagramX
 DX LX RHom D , D XŽ .R R
   
D D X
L LR X RHom D , D  X ,Ž .R R R
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where   D L X. For  D, it is the diagramR R Y
DYL D RHom D , Y YŽ .R R
   D DY
 
RHom RHom D , D , Y RHom R , Y ,Ž . Ž .Ž .R R R
Ž d .where  RHom  , Y . Next we introduce the full subcategories ofR R
Ž .D R called the Auslander and the Bass categories. The objects in theb
Ž .Auslander category, denoted A R , are specified by:
Ž . Ž . L Ž .a X belongs to A R precisely when D XD R and theR b
D Ž L .canonical morphism  : X RHom D, D X is an isomorphism.X R R
Ž .The objects in the Bass category, denoted B R , are specified by:
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .b Y belongs to B R precisely when RHom D, Y D R andR b
D L Ž .the canonical morphism  : D RHom D, Y  Y is an isomorphism.M R R
Ž .Ž . Ž .By 2.11 e and f , we have the following natural embeddings, namely,
F R  A R and I R  B R .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
3.10. FACTORIZATIONS. Let  : R S be a local homomorphism. A
factorization of  is a commutative diagram consisting of local homomor-
phisms
R
˙

R S
where  : R R is flat, while : R S is surjective. A given factoriza-˙
tion is called regular or Gorenstein if the closed fiber RR has the
corresponding property. A Cohen factorization is a regular factorization in
which R is a complete local ring. For any local homomorphism  : R S,
 ˆ  Ž .the composite  : RS S admits a Cohen factorization, cf. 11, 1.1 .`
ˆNote that if R R S is a Gorenstein factorization of , then R R
ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ S is a Cohen factorization of  and R R S is one for .` ˆ
3.11. DEFINITION. Let  : R S be a local homomorphism. We say
Ž .that  is of finite flat dimension, fd  , if S F R , and this is
ˆ ˆŽ .  Ž .equivalent to S F R , cf. 11, Lemma 3.2 . The homomorphism  is of
ˆ ˆŽ .finite G-dimension, G-dim  , if  A R . The following holds: If  is
 of finite flat dimension, then  is of finite G-dimension, cf. 8, Section 4
for details.
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4. DUALIZING COMPLEXES FOR LOCAL
HOMOMORPHISMS
Comment. In this section we review the so-called dualizing complex for
 a local homomorphism. This object was first introduced in 8 and was used
to give a very beautiful description of quasi Gorenstein homomorphisms. In
this paper we use the dualizing complex for a local homomorphism to
Ž .define the quasi CohenMacaulay defect of it see Section 5 .
4.1. DEFINITION. Let  : R S be a local homomorphism. A complex
Ž .  Ž .CD S is called dualizing for , cf. 8, Section 5 , if
Ž . f Ž .a CD S .b
Ž . C Ž .b The homothety-morphism  : S RHom C, C is an isomor-S S
phism.
ˆ LR ˆ ˆŽ . Ž . Ž .c D  C S  I S .Rˆ S
4.2. DEFINITION. Let  : R S be a local homomorphism. If D R and
DS exist, we use the symbol D to denote the following S-complex:
D RHom D R , DS .Ž .R
By convention, the symbol D is only used when D R and DS exist.
4.3. LEMMA. Let  be local and assume that D exists. Then the follow-
ing hold:
† † R L  R LD  D  S and D D  S.Ž .Ž . SR RS
Proof. The first isomorphism is just the canonical isomorphism:
RHom D R , DS  RHom D R L S, DS .Ž . Ž .R S R
R L f Ž .Notice next that since D  SD S , dagger duality yieldsR 	
††† R L R LD  D  S D  S.Ž . Ž .S R RSS
Hence the proof is complete.
4.4. LEMMA. If G-dim  is finite and D exists, then
depth D depth R .S
Ž .Proof. Since  : R S is local, we conclude, using 2.8 , that
inf D R L S  inf D R .Ž .R
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Ž .Thus, now applying 4.3 , we construct the following chain:
† R Ldepth D  depth D  SŽ .S S R S
Ž .a
R L inf D  SŽ .R
 inf D R
 depth R .
Ž .  Ž .Here a is due to 15, 16.20 . This concludes the proof.
4.5. LEMMA. If G-dim  is finite and D exists, then the following holds:
inf D depth S depth R .
 Ž .Ž . SProof. As G-dim  is finite, 8, Lemma 6.2 b informs us that D 
Ž .B R . Thus we have the isomorphism
D R L DD R L RHom D R , DS DS .Ž .R R R
R L  Ž .Consequently, D  D is dualizing for S. Applying 2.17 , we getR
P SS t  P S R L  t  P RR t P S t ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .D D  D D DR
S Ž . R Ž . S Ž . R SS R yielding the equality ord P t  ord P t 	 ord P t . As D and DD D D
are normalized, we conclude from Nakayama’s Lemma that
depth S depth R	 inf D ,
proving the assertion.
4.6. Comment. Consider a local ring R and a finitely generated R-
Ž Ž ..module M. It is well known see 2.14 that for  Supp M, one has theR
inequality
depth M depth M 	 dim R .Ž .R R 
Hence the integer
depth M 	 dim R  depth MŽ .R  R
is nonnegative.
4.7. Comment. To capture the behavior of a dualizing complex for a
local homomorphism under localization, we introduce the following defini-
tion.
4.8 DEFINITION. Let R be local and let  Spec R. We use the
abbreviation
n   dim R ,Ž . Ž .R
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Ž .and the symbol m  is defined asR
m   depth R 	 dim R  depth RŽ . Ž .R 
 depth R 	 n   depth R .Ž . R
Ž .In particular, m  
 0.R
4.9. LEMMA. Assume that D exists. Then D exists for eery 
Spec S, and one has the following isomorphism oer S :
n SŽ .D n RŽ R. D .Ž . 
Proof. The assertion follows directly from the fact that
RHom D R , DS  RHom D R , DS ,Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .  R R 
Ž .where   R, and 3.7 .
4.10. THEOREM. Let  be local and assume that G-dim  is finite. If D
exists, then for  Spec S and   R, one has the identity
m  m   inf D  inf D .Ž . Ž . Ž . S R
Ž . Ž .In particular, m  m  .R S
Ž .Proof. By 4.9 , we have
inf D  inf n RŽ .	n SŽ .D  inf D n  	 n  ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . R S
 R Žwhere  Spec S and   R. Since D exists, D exists by conven-
.  Ž .tion , and R has Gorenstein formal fibers, cf. 15, 22.26 . Consequently,
 Ž . G-dim  is finite by 8, Proposition 4.5 . Hence D is dualizing for  . 
Ž .Applying 4.5 , we get the equations
inf D depth S depth R ,
inf D depth S  depth R . 
Using this information, we can construct the chain
inf D  inf D inf D n  	 n   inf DŽ . Ž . Ž . R S
 depth S  depth R  n  	 n Ž . Ž .  R S
 depth S	 depth R
m  m  ,Ž . Ž .S S
and we have shown the desired result.
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4.11. LEMMA. Let G-dim  be finite and assume that D exists. If
Ž .  Ass H D for s sup D , then amp D  0.S s
Ž .  Ž .Proof. If Ass H D , then it follows from 15, 12.6 thatS s
depth D sup D .S
From this we deduce the following chain:
amp D sup D inf D
depth D inf DS
Ž .a
  depth R depth S	 depth R
depth S 0.
Ž . Ž . Ž .Here a follows from 4.4 and 4.5 . This completes the proof.
4.12. THEOREM. If G-dim  is finite and D exists, then the following
identity holds:
 amp D  sup m  m  R  Spec S . 4Ž . Ž .S R
Proof. We start by showing the inequality
 amp D  sup m  m  R  Spec S . 4Ž . Ž .S R
 Ž . Ž . Ž .Let s sup D and choose Ass H D . Applying 4.9 and 4.11S s
produces the equalities
amp D  amp D 0,Ž . 
Ž . Ž . and hence inf D  sup D , which equals sup D by the choice of . 
Ž .Consequently, the next chain is obtained using 4.10 ,
m  m  R  inf D  inf DŽ . Ž . Ž . S R
 sup D inf D
 amp D ,
which establishes our assertion.
Ž .Conversely, let  Spec S be arbitrary. By 4.10 , we have
m  m  R  inf D  inf D ,Ž . Ž . Ž . S R
which gives rise to the chain
m  m  R  inf D  inf DŽ . Ž . Ž . S R
 sup D  inf DŽ . 
 sup D inf D
 amp D .
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Hence we have shown
 amp D 
 sup m  m  R  Spec S , 4Ž . Ž .S R
and the proof is complete.
5. QUASI COHENMACAULAY DEFECT OF A
LOCAL HOMOMORPHISM
Comment. In this section we define the quasi dimension and the quasi
CohenMacaulay defect of a local homomorphism of finite G-dimension.
We investigate how the quasi CohenMacaulay defect behaves under
composition of local homomorphisms, and the results obtained here will
play a central role in the next section.
5.1. DEFINITION. Let  be a local homomorphism of finite G-dimen-
sion. The quasi dimension of , denoted qdim , is defined as
ˆqdim  sup D ,
and the quasi CohenMacaulay defect of , denoted qcmd , is defined as
ˆqcmd  amp D .
5.2. DEPTH OF . The depth of a local homomorphism  : R S was
 Ž .introduced in 11, Depth 2.2 as depth  depth S depth R. Applying
Ž .4.5 , we get, assuming G-dim  is finite,
ˆ ˆ ˆinf D  depth S depth R depth S depth R depth  .
Thus, when G-dim  is finite, we have the following useful formula:
qcmd  qdim  depth  .
This is the reason for not introducing the quasi depth of a local homomor-
phism.
5.3. Obseration. Let S be a local ring and consider the structure
homomorphism :   S. Since  is Gorenstein, it follows immedi-Ž p. Ž p.
sˆately that D is dualizing for  and thus qcmd cmd S. Moreover,ˆ
assume that  : R S is a local homomorphism of finite G-dimension. By
 Ž .8, Size 5.5 , we obtain the inequality
ˆqcmd  amp D 
 cmd  .
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Equality holds when fd  is finite or if R is CohenMacaulay. Finally, it is
Ž Ž ..worth mentioning that in Section 6 see 7.5 , we establish the following
Ž .result: If  : R S is flat, then qcmd  cmd SS .
Informally speaking, the rest of this text investigates how much of the
 theory developed in 4 one can adopt for the quasi CohenMacaulay
Ž .defect. As hopefully will become apparent, the quasi CohenMacaulay
defect enjoys most of the properties of the CohenMacaulay defect of a
 local homomorphism, cf. 4, 8, 11 .
5.4. QUASI COHENMACAULAY DEFECT AND . Let  be a local
 ˆhomomorphism of finite G-dimension and let R RS be a Cohen
ˆ ˆfactorization of . As : R S is surjective, the S-complex`
ˆC RHom S, RŽ .R

   Ž .is dualizing for  by 8, Lemma 6.5 . Now D D since both R and
ˆ   Ž .S are complete, so D  C by 8, Uniqueness 5.4 , and it follows that, cf.
 Ž .8, Lemma 6.7
qcmd  amp C amp D qcmd .
5.5. CODING OF qcmd. Let  be as above. Assume that C is dualizing
ˆˆ ˆfor . Then the complex C S is dualizing for , hence D  C S.ˆS S
Ž .Thus we have, cf. 2.18 ,
ˆqcmd  amp C S  amp C.Ž .S
In particular, when D exists, we get
qcmd  amp D .
5.6. DEFINITION. Let M be an R-module. The quasi-imperfection of
M, denoted qimp M, is defined by lettingR
qimp MG-dim M grade M .R R R
A proper ideal  in R is called quasi-perfect if R is a quasi-perfect
Ž .  module, i.e., qimp R  0, cf. 18 .R
5.7. LEMMA. Let  : R S be of finite G-dimension. If  is finite, then
qcmd  qimp S.R
Ž .Proof. Assume that  : R S is finite and let C RHom S, R . ByR
 Ž . Ž .8, Lemma 6.5 , this S-complex is dualizing for , and by 5.5 , we get
 Ž .qcmd  amp C. By 8, Gor. dim. 4.1.3 , we are informed that inf C
G-dim S, and using the homological characterization of grade, we more-R
over obtain sup Cgrade S. WhenceR
qcmd  sup C inf Cgrade S	G-dim S qimp S,R R R
thereby concluding the proof.
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  ˙ ˆ5.8. PROPOSITION. Let RRS be a Cohen factorization of  and`
assume that G-dim  is finite. Then the following holds:
ˆqcmd  qimp S.R
ˆProof. As : R S is surjective and of finite G-dimension, the
Ž . Ž .assertion is immediate by 5.7 and 5.5 .
5.9. INVARIANT OF A COHEN FACTORIZATION. Let  : R S be of
  ˙ ˆfinite G-dimension. If RRS is a Cohen factorization of , then the`
Sˆ-complex
ˆC RHom S, RŽ .R
 Ž .is dualizing for  and . This is the conclusion of 8, Lemma 6.5 and` ˆ
Ž .Lemma 6.7 . Moreover, since  is flat and RR is regular, hence˙
CohenMacaulay, the following hold,
dim R dim R dim RRŽ .
 depth RRŽ .
 depth R depth R ,
and this number is denoted d.
  ˙ ˆ5.10. LEMMA. If  : R S is of finite G-dimension and RRS is a
Cohen factorization of , then`
d ˆ CD ,
where C and d are as aboe.
 Ž .Proof. As G-dim  is finite, we are informed by 8, Theorem 4.3 that
ˆ ˆ Ž .G-dim S is finite. Using 8, Gor. dim. 4.1.2 and the fact that S is finiteR
over R, we may compute as follows:
ˆ ˆG-dim S depth R depth SR R
ˆ depth R depth S
 depth R depth S.
 Ž .Then apply 8, Gor. dim. 4.1.3 to establish
ˆ ˆG-dim Sinf RHom S, R inf C.Ž .Ž .R R
Thus we have seen
inf C depth S depth R.
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Ž .As 4.5 yields the equation
ˆinf D  depth S depth R ,
we get
ˆinf D  inf C depth R depth R d.
d ˆ Ž .Therefore, we conclude by 8, Uniqueness 5.4 that  CD , and the
proof is complete.
5.11. THEOREM. If  : R S is local and G-dim  is finite, then
qdim  dim SS .Ž .
  ˙ ˆ Ž .Proof. Let RRS be a Cohen factorization of . From 5.10 , we`
d ˆget the isomorphism  CD . Using the homological characterization of
grade, we obtain
ˆ dsup D  sup  C
 sup C	 d
ˆgrade S	 dim RR .Ž .R
Let  denote the kernel of  and let  denote the kernel of the induced
ˆ ˆsurjective homomorphism RR SS. Since RR is regular
Ž .and hence CohenMacaulay, we may choose a RR -regular se-
quence in  of the form b 	R, . . . , b 	R, where h ht  , cf.1 h
  Ž .23, Theorem 17.4 . As   RR , we may assume that b   fori
i 1, . . . , h. Since  : R R is flat, we conclude, using 23, Corollary˙
 Ž  Ž ..22.5 see also 11, Lemma 1.3 , that b , . . . , b is actually R-regular. As1 h
Ž .grade R is the maximal length of an R-regular sequence from  ,R
we have shown
ˆgrade S grade R 
 ht  .Ž .R R
Again using the CohenMacaulayness of RR, we are informed by
 23, Theorem 17.4 that
ˆ ˆdim SS  dim RR ht  ,Ž .Ž .
ˆ ˆand bearing in mind the isomorphism SS SS, we finally obtain
the next chain:

ˆdim SS  qdim  dim SS  sup DŽ . Ž .
ˆ ˆ ˆ dim SS  dim RR 	 grade SŽ .Ž . R
ˆht 	 grade SR

 0.
This completes the proof.
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5.12. Comment. Let  : Q R and  : R S be local homomor-
phisms of finite flat dimension. Then it is easy to see that the composite
 : Q S is of finite flat dimension. Since a local homomorphism of
finite flat dimension has finite G-dimension, it is natural to ask the
following question: Is the G-dimension transitive? This is still an open
 Ž . Ž .problem, cf. 8, Remark 4.8 and Corollary 7.10 . One could argue that
this problem corresponds to the fact that we do not have a functor which
measures G-dimension a priori. At this moment, it is only possible to
Ž .measure G-dimension with a functor, namely RHom , R , when G-R
 Ž .dim M is finite, cf. 8, Gor. dim. 4.1.3 . Here M denotes a finitelyR
generated R-module.
5.13. THEOREM. Assume that  and  are of finite G-dimension such
that  also is of finite G-dimension. Then the following hold:
Ž .1 qdim  qdim 	 qdim  ,
Ž .2 qcmd  qcmd 	 qcmd  .
ˆŽ .Proof. By 4.12 , there exists a * Spec S such that

 ˆqcmd  amp D m * m *Q .Ž . Ž .ˆ ˆS Q
Rewriting this integer as
ˆm * m *QŽ . Ž .ˆ ˆS Q
ˆ ˆ ˆ m * m * R 	 m * R m *Q ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆŽ . ž /S R R Q
Ž .and using 4.12 , we obtain the inequality
ˆm * m *Q  qcmd 	 qcmd  ,Ž . Ž .ˆ ˆS Q
Ž . Ž . Ž .establishing 2 . Using 5.2 , the statement under 1 is now immediate.
5.14. Comment. It is still not known if there exist local homomor-
phisms  and  both of finite flat dimension, for which the strict inequali-
Ž .  ties of 5.13 hold, cf. 4, Section 4 . As a partial answer to this question, we
prove the following two theorems.
5.15. THEOREM. Assume that  and  are of finite G-dimension such
that  is of finite G-dimension. Then the following hold:
Ž .1 depth 	 qdim  qdim  ,
Ž .2 qcmd  qcmd  .
ˆŽ .Proof. Again 4.12 guarantees the existence of a * Spec S realizing
the equality
ˆqcmd m * m * R .Ž . Ž .ˆ ˆS R
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Ž .From 4.10 , we have the inequality
ˆ ˆm * R m *Q 
 0.Ž . Ž .ˆ ˆR Q
Consequently, we have shown
ˆ ˆm * m * R  m * m * RŽ . Ž .Ž . Ž .ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆŽ .S R S R
ˆ ˆ	 m * R m *Q ,Ž . Ž .ˆ ˆž /R Q
and therefore we obtain the following chain,
ˆ ˆ ˆqcmd  m * m * R 	 m * R m *QŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆŽ . ž /S R R Q
ˆm * m *QŽ . Ž .ˆ ˆS Q
 qcmd  ,
Ž . Ž . Ž .thus establishing 2 . Again 1 is immediate by 5.2 . This completes the
proof.
5.16. THEOREM. Assume that  and  are of finite G-dimension such
ˆ ˆthat  also is of finite G-dimension, and assume that Spec S Spec R is
surjectie. Then the following hold:
Ž .1 depth 	 qdim  qdim  ,
Ž .2 qcmd  qcmd  .
ˆŽ .Proof. By 4.12 , the existence of a * Spec R such that
ˆqcmd m * m *QŽ . Ž .ˆ ˆR Q
is guaranteed. On the other hand, the surjectivity of the map of spectra
ˆ ˆ ˆSpec S Spec R establishes the existence of a * Spec S realizing the
ˆ Ž . Ž . Ž .equality * R *, and 4.10 yields m * 
m * , which makes itˆ ˆS R
clear
ˆ ˆm * m *Q m * m *Q .Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆR Q S Q
Ž .Hence by 4.12 , we conclude
ˆm * m *Q  qcmd  ,Ž . Ž .ˆ ˆS Q
and therefore
qcmd  qcmd  ,
Ž . Ž . Ž .proving 2 . As before, 1 is immediate using 5.2 . The proof is now
complete.
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5.17. Obseration. Applying the preceding results on the structure ho-
Ž .momorphism :   R, where p char R , we get the followingŽ p.
 Ž .corollary, cf. 4, Corollary 4.3 .
5.18. COROLLARY. If G-dim  is finite, then
depth R	 qdim  dim S dim R	 qdim  ,
qcmd  cmd S cmd R	 qcmd  .
ˆ ˆIf , furthermore, Spec S Spec R is surjectie, then
dim R	 depth  dim S dim R	 qdim  ,
cmd R cmd S.
5.19. Comment. We close this section with a version of the well-known
relation, that for a local homomorphism  : R S, one has dim S
Ž .    Ž .dim R dim SS , cf. 23, Theorem 15.1.i and 11, Theorem 2.4 and
Ž .Theorem 2.7 .
5.20. COROLLARY. If  : R S is of finite G-dimension, then
dim S dim R qdim  dim SS .Ž .
6. QUASI COHENMACAULAY HOMOMORPHISMS
6.1. Comment. In this section we investigate the class of local homo-
morphisms of finite G-dimension with trivial quasi CohenMacaulay de-
fect, called quasi CohenMacaulay homomorphisms. As will become clear,
this class of homomorphisms displays remarkable rigidity with respect to
composition and decomposition. Moreover, we formulate some results on
the ability of a local homomorphism to ascent and descent the
CohenMacaulay property from the source to that of the target and vice
versa.
6.2. DEFINITION. A local homomorphism  is called quasi
CohenMacaulay if G-dim  is finite and qcmd  0.
6.3. PROPOSITION. Let  : R S be a surjectie homomorphism of finite
G-dimension. Then  is quasi CohenMacaulay if and only if ker  is
quasi-perfect.
Ž .Proof. By 5.7 , we have qcmd  qimp S, thereby concluding theR
proof.
6.4. THEOREM. If  and  are quasi CohenMacaulay homomorphisms
such that  also is of finite G-dimension, then  is quasi CohenMacaulay.
Ž .Proof. Immediate from 5.13 .
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6.5. THEOREM. Assume that G-dim  is finite. If  is quasi
CohenMacaulay such that G-dim  is finite, then the following formula
holds:
qcmd  qcmd  .
In particular, if  and  are quasi CohenMacaulay, then  is quasi
CohenMacaulay.
Ž . Ž .Proof. A consequence of 5.13 in conjunction with 5.15 .
6.6. THEOREM. Assume that G-dim  is finite. If  is quasi
ˆ ˆCohenMacaulay such that G-dim  is finite, and Spec S Spec R is
surjectie, then the following formula holds:
qcmd  qcmd  .
ˆ ˆIn particular, if  and  are quasi CohenMacaulay and Spec S Spec R
is surjectie, then  is quasi CohenMacaulay.
Ž . Ž .Proof. The conclusion follows from 5.13 in conjunction with 5.16 .
6.7. ASCENTDESCENT THEOREM. Let  : R S be a local homomor-
phism. Then the following hold:
Ž .A If R is CohenMacaulay and  is quasi CohenMacaulay, then S
is CohenMacaulay.
Ž .D If S is CohenMacaulay and G-dim  is finite, then  is quasi
CohenMacaulay.
ˆ ˆIf , furthermore, the map of spectra Spec S Spec R is surjectie, one also
has:
Ž .D If S is CohenMacaulay and G-dim  is finite, then  is quasi
CohenMacaulay, and R is CohenMacaulay.
Ž .Proof. Follows directly from 5.18 .
6.8. THEOREM. Assume that  : Q R and  : R S are of finite
G-dimension such that  also is of finite G-dimension. If R is
CohenMacaulay, then the following formula holds:
qcmd  cmd S.
Ž .Proof. As R is CohenMacaulay, we are informed by 6.7 that  is
Ž .quasi CohenMacaulay; hence, qcmd  qcmd  by 6.5 . Now apply
Ž .5.18 to arrive at the conclusion qcmd  cmd S, completing the proof.
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7. COMPOSITIONS WHEN  IS FLAT
7.1. Comment. In this section we gather some results which will be
used to prove the main theorem of the next section. The first result
informs us that whenever  : R S is of finite G-dimension and R admits
a dualizing complex, the quasi CohenMacaulay defect of  is simply the
CohenMacaulay defect of the base-changed dualizing complex. We also
show that when  : Q R is of finite G-dimension and  : R S is flat,
then the quasi CohenMacaulay defect is additive on the composite  :
Q S.
7.2. PROPOSITION. If G-dim  is finite and D is a dualizing complex for
Rˆ, then
L ˆqcmd  cmd D S .ˆ ˆŽ .S R
RˆProof. Using DD , we can without loss of generality assume that
Rˆ ˆDD . As G-dim  is finite, the complex D is dualizing for  andˆ
†ˆ L Rˆ ˆD  D  S .ˆž /R Sˆ
Hence we may compute as follows,
†ˆ ˆL L R Rˆ ˆ ˆqcmd  amp D  amp D  S  cmd D  S ,ˆ ˆ ˆž / ž /R S RSˆ
 Ž .Ž .where the last equality is due to 15, 16.20 c , thus proving the proposi-
tion.
7.3. LEMMA. Let  be a local homomorphism. Then
a qcmd  qcmd  .Ž . `
If , furthermore, G-dim  is finite and D is a dualizing complex for R, then
L L ˆb cmd D S  cmd D S .Ž . Ž . Ž .ˆS R S R
Ž .Proof. The statement under a is clear from the definition. To prove
Ž .b , we proceed as follows. Let D be dualizing for R and note that we may
R L ˆwithout loss of generality assume DD . As the functors  S andS
ˆ S are naturally isomorphic, we may compute as follows:S
R L ˆ R L ˆcmd D  S  cmd D  S  SŽ .Ž .ˆ ˆŽ .S R S R S
R L ˆ ˆ cmd D  S 	 cmd SSŽ . Ž .S R
 cmd D R L S .Ž .S R
Ž .Ž .Here the second equality is by 2.18 c . The proof is now complete.
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7.4. PROPOSITION. If G-dim  is finite and D is dualizing for R, then
qcmd  cmd DL S .Ž .S R
R Ž .Proof. Again we may assume DD . By 7.3 , we can reduce to the
case of S being complete. Hence S admits a dualizing complex. Thus D
exists and is dualizing for . Therefore, we have the following chain:
† R L R Lqcmd  amp D  amp D  S  cmd D  S .Ž . Ž .R S RS
Ž .  Ž .Here we have used 4.3 and 15, 16.20 . This proves the assertion.
7.5. PROPOSITION. If  is flat, then
qcmd  cmd SS  cmd S cmd R .Ž .
Ž .Proof. As  is flat, the equality cmd SS  cmd S cmd R is well
Ž .known, cf. 2.18 . The closed fiber of  is isomorphic to the completion ofˆ
that of  ; therefore, they have the same CohenMacaulay defect. Thus we
have reduced the problem in question to the case where R and S are
complete. In particular, D R exists, and using the fact that the functors
L S and  S are naturally isomorphic, we may compute as follows:R R
qcmd  cmd D R L SŽ .S R
 cmd D R  SŽ .S R
Ž .a
R cmd D 	 cmd SSŽ .R
 amp R	 cmd SSŽ .
 cmd SS .Ž .
Ž . Ž .Here a is due to 3.6 . The proof is now complete.
7.6. THEOREM. Assume that  : Q R and  : R S are local homo-
morphisms such that G-dim  is finite and  is flat. Then the following hold:
Ž .1 qdim  qdim 	 qdim  ,
Ž .2 qcmd  qcmd 	 qcmd  .
 Ž .Proof. Using 8, Proposition 4.7 , we have G-dim  is finite. As  is
ˆ ˆflat, it follows that the completion  : R S is flat too. Remembering theˆ
isomorphisms
 †ˆ L Q ˆD  D  S ,ˆž /Q Sˆ
†ˆ ˆ L Q ˆD  D  R ,ˆž /Q Rˆ
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we obtain the following sequence:
ˆ LQ ˆqcmd  cmd D  Sˆ ˆž /S Q
ˆ LQ ˆ ˆ cmd D  R  Sˆ ˆ ˆž /S Q Rž /
ˆ LQ ˆ cmd D  R 	 cmd SSŽ .ˆ ˆž /R Q
 qcmd 	 qcmd  .
Ž . Ž .Hence 2 is proven. The statement under 1 is now immediate, and the
proof is complete.
8. LOCALIZATION AND FORMAL FIBERS
8.1. Comment. Let  : R S be a local homomorphism of finite flat
dimension. This property localizes: If  is a prime ideal of S, then the
induced homomorphism  : R  S is again of finite flat dimension.  R 
Turning to Gorenstein dimension, it is still not known whether the finite-
ness of G-dim  implies the finiteness of G-dim  ; the best result is due
 Ž .to Avramov and Foxby, cf. 8, Proposition 4.5 .
8.2. DEFINITION. Let  : R S be a local homomorphism. If G-dim 
is finite for every prime ideal  Spec S, we say that  is locally of finite
G-dimension.
8.3. PROPOSITION. Let  : R S be a local homomorphism. If G-dim 
is finite and R admits a dualizing complex, then there is an inequality
qcmd   qcmd 
for eery  Spec S.
Proof. As R admits a dualizing complex, R has Gorenstein formal
fibers. Hence G-dim  is finite for every  Spec S, cf. 8, Proposition
Ž . Ž R.4.5 . For any  Spec R, the R -complex D is dualizing for R . So  
Ž .applying 7.4 , we obtain
qcmd  cmd D R L S ,Ž .S R
but also
qcmd   cmd D R L SŽ . ž / S R  
 cmd D R L S ,Ž . S R
where   R. The conclusion is now obvious.
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ˆ8.4. LEMMA. Let  : R R be a flat local homomorphism of complete
ˆrings, let  be a prime ideal of R, and let *  R. If the closed fiber of
Ž Ž . . is regular, then the local ring k *  R is a complete intersection.Rˆ  
 Ž .Proof. See 4, Lemma 5.5 .
8.5. THEOREM. Let  : R S be a local homomorphism locally of finite
G-dimension. If  Spec S and   R, then there is an inequality
ˆ ˆqcmd  	 cmd k   S  qcmd 	 cmd k   R .Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž . S R
ˆ ˆProof. Let R R S be a Cohen factorization of . Then R`
ˆR S is a Cohen factorization of , and we have the following commu-ˆ
tative diagram:
 
R S


˙  
R ˆ .R S


  
SˆRRˆ
ˆŽ Ž . .For an arbitrary  Spec k   S , we define˜ S
ˆ ˆ*  S Spec S,˜
 * S Spec S,
 * R Spec R,
ˆ ˆ*  R Spec R .
Since the diagram is commutative, it follows that
      .*  *   *
ˆ ˆThe homomorphisms  : R  R and  : S  S are flat,* * R * * * S *
ˆ Ž .and  : R R the completion of  is flat too.˙
As  is locally of finite G-dimension, we are informed by 8, Proposition
Ž .4.7 that G-dim   is finite. Hence by commutativity,  is locally* 
of finite G-dimension. Furthermore, since  is locally of finite G-dimen-
sion, it follows that the surjective homomorphism  is locally of finite
 Ž . Ž .G-dimension, cf. 8, Theorem 4.3 and Finite homs. 4.4.4 . All in all, we
may compute as follows:
Ž .a
qcmd  	 qcmd  qcmd  Ž . * * 
 qcmd   Ž .*   *
Ž .b
qcmd  	 qcmd  	 qcmd  .*   *
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Here a holds by 7.6 and b holds by 5.13 .
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Ž .By 7.5 , we conclude that for the flat homomorphism  , we have*
ˆqcmd   cmd k   S ,Ž .Ž .* S ˜
ˆŽ Ž . .as k   S is isomorphic to the closed fiber of  . The sameS  *˜
argument applies to the flat homomorphism  , giving*
ˆ ˆqcmd   cmd k   R  cmd k   R .Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .* R R*
ˆSince  : R R is a flat homomorphism of complete rings with regular
Ž .closed fiber, we are informed by 8.4 that in this case,
qcmd   cmd k *  R  0.Ž .Ž .ˆ    R
ˆFurthermore, the homomorphism : R S of complete rings has finite
Ž Ž . Ž ..G-dimension, thus see 8.3 and 5.4
qcmd   qcmd  qcmd  ,*
and we may conclude
ˆqcmd  	 qcmd   qcmd  	 cmd k   SŽ .Ž . *  S ˜
 qcmd  	 qcmd  	 qcmd *   *
ˆ qcmd 	 cmd k   R .Ž .Ž .R
ˆŽ Ž . .After taking the supremum over  Spec k   S , we arrive at the˜ S
inequality
ˆ ˆqcmd  	 cmd k   S  qcmd 	 cmd k   R ,Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž . S R
and the proof is complete.
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